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1. Sponsor a gospel ad on transit, billboards,
bins, benches and/or become a monthly donor.
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3. Sow the seed of God's Word within your
community through our free outreach cards.
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You can recruit a team of 3 to 20 people from your church
and/or other churches to sponsor a gospel ad together.
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“Those who go out weeping, carrying seed to sow, will return with
songs of joy, bringing their sheaves from the harvest”. Psalm 126:6
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God's Word in public places!
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Why Jesus Media is a division of We The Church
Media, formerly known as Bus Stop Bible Studies
which has been publicly advertising the gospel on
transit within the GTA and Ontario for the last 15
years. We have placed over 10,000 ads, making over
a billion impressions which have saved the lives of
people from unbelief, humanism, hopelessness,
despair, abortion and suicide. Join us in making an
eternal investment in souls by sowing the seed of
the Word within your community to see souls
saved and the church revived. “The seed which is
the Word of God that fell on good soil produced a
harvest of thirty, sixty, or even a hundred times as
much as had been planted”. Luke 8:11;23
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1. Motivating the world to become followers of Christ
2. Mobilizing every believer to “make disciples”
3. Maintaining a harvest by regularly sowing the word
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3 types of sponsorships
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1. Church/Ministry Sponsorship
2. Group/Team Sponsorship (3 to 20 believers)
3. Business/Institution Sponsorship
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3 Kinds of public advertisements07
1.Transit Ads- $1,000 to $3,200 per 6 months
2. Billboards- $1,100 to $3,500 per month
3. Benches & Litter Bins- $1,000 to $3,500 per year

Flash advertising is one of the most effective ways to
proclaim God's Word as they provide 24/7 exposure;
and an impression and retention rate of over 80%.
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